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I

am the very model,
Of a cognitive behaviorist!
I’ve disputations rational,
That logically you can’t resist.
My thinking’s scientific,
I’m no crystal gazing oracle.
I keep my language salty,
And also metaphorical.

In session I’ve been known,
To self-disclose with equanimity.
I show them all my warts,
I do not cover up with dimity.
I practice self-acceptance,
And am therefore unassailable.
(Un assailable... fail-able, rail-able ... ah)
Since I boast about those things,
Which other people call
blackmailable
Chorus
He boasts about such things,
Which other people call
blackmailable.
He boasts about such things,
Which other people call
blackmailable.
He boasts about such things,
Which other people call blackmail,
blackmail-able.
I’ve learnt from Epictitus,
That all things are what you make of
them
And how you feel about’m,
Will depend on your own take on
them.
So when you get emotional,
About the hassles in your life.
Dispute your screwy thinking,
If you want to do away with strife.
Chorus
So when we get emotional,
About the hassles in our life
Dispute our screwy thinking,
If we want to do away with strife.
It really is unfortunate,
You never got what you preferred.
It is too fucking bad,
That you were drafted and were not
deferred
That things SHOULD be the way they
are,
Is but a fact empirical
We have the proof before our eyes,
That squares are seldom spherical.

There is no universal law,
That you MUST live a life of ease.
Nor is there proof the world is fair,
Nor that you may do as you please
I say “cherchez le musts and shoulds”,
Not lightly or mechanically.
(mechanically, Don’t scan-iclly, ... oh yes)
Even Karen Horney wrote,
“Most SHOULDS behave tyrannically!”
Chorus
Even Karen Horney wrote,
“Most SHOULDS behave tyrannically!”
Even Karen Horney wrote,
“Most SHOULDS behave tyrannically!”
Even Karen Horney wrote,
“Most SHOULDS behave tyran,
tyrannically
Though I’m accused,
Of never going deep enough by
Freudians.
Though I am sometimes guilty,
Of playing to my oydiance.
With clever disputations,
I achieve my client’s purposes.
Despite to all appearances,
Of staying on the surfaces.
My clients learn self-discipline,
And taking life more stoical.
They learn that toleration,
Does not make them all heroical.
By having them reformulate,
Their very life’s philosophy,
(philosophy, hosofy, dross - ofy ... yes)
This cognitive behaviorist does very
well.
Don’t you agree?
Chorus
This cognitive behaviorist does very
well.
Don’t you agree?
This cognitive behaviorist does very
well.
Don’t you agree?
This cognitive behaviorist does very
well.
Don’t you, don’t you, agree?
With disputations rational,
Which logically you can’t resist
I am the very model of a cognitive
behaviorist!
Chorus
With disputations rational,
Which logically we can’t resist,
He is the very model of a cognitive
behaviorist!
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